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SUBMISSION FROM CITY FIBRE HOLDINGS LITD

GENERAL COMMENT 

CityFibre is of the opinion the broad objectives of the Bill are the best way forward for the 
roadworks community in Scotland. 

60 OSRWC INSPECTIONS 

Allowing the power of inspection to the OSRWC is an obvious and much needed addition to 
the inspection regime. CityFibre opinion is the inspection function must eventually belong 
exclusively with the OSRWC. 

61 COMPLIANCE 

Enhancing the power of the OSRWC to enforce compliance will ensure all noticing and 
works on the public road are monitored in a way that ensures road works in all areas are 
under the same consistent scrutiny. Regarding the power to enter premises etc this should 
be when there is a good reason, which must be provided prior to the execution of any 
warrant. 

62 FPNs 

Increasing the range of FPNs may focus minds to ensure administrative tasks are fulfilled. 
However, the Potential Noticing Offences by RAs must be subject to SRWC penalties to 
ensure RAs are subject to the same scrutiny as undertakers. The SRWC penalty should be 
on the same basis as FPNs for undertakers. 

63 PERMISSIONS to EXECUTE WORK in a ROAD 

Using NRSWA S109 for these works would appear to be sensible and legislates for the 
existing direction from the SRWC in Advice Note 22. CityFibre would expect the details  
with-in Advice Note 22 to be clarified by a RAUC(S) Working Group, allowing Ministers the 
opportunity to set regulations detailing the expectations for all parties. This would ensure  
any third-party contractor (possibly a statutory undertaker) was aware of their duties and  
obligations under S109. 

64 SIGNING LIGHTING & GUARDING 

It’s essential all works on a public road have the correct signing, lighting and guarding. 
However, the concern CityFibre have is how will RA works be monitored and recorded. 
Under the present regime, there’s no obligation for the RA to inspect and record 
inspections on their own works. Until the OSRWC, or another third party, has a statutory 
inspection regime in place, there is unlikely to be any meaningful record of how well RA 
sites are protected. If the Bill added an inspection obligation to RAs on their own works, the 
findings could not be relied on to be accurate. However, even with this reservation on 
accuracy, this is an obvious option that should be added to the Bill. 
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65 QUALIFICATIONS FOR SUPERVISORS & OPERATIVES 

Regarding circumstances where there may have to be more than one trained operative on 
site, CityFibre has reservations on why this would be necessary. If there was evidence to  
prove compliance would be increased with more than one trained operative on-site,  
CityFibre would welcome the change. However, it would appear the present regime works  
and is successful. 
 
66 COMMENCEMENT & COMPLETION NOTICES 

CityFibre supports this change when it is fully supported by technology. 

67 QUALITY PLANS 

Quality plans are welcomed by CityFibre as they should raise standards of reinstatements. 
All undertakers employ staff to ensure reinstatements are carried out to the highest 
standards required by the SROR. To ensure all roadworks are subject to the same 
standards, there should be a minimum standard of quality plan, proposed through a 
RAUC(S) working group and agreed by RAUC(S). However, it’s essential all works 
promoters are subject to following the minimum standard quality plan. If RAs have no 
quality plan, how can they prove they are reinstating the asset to a minimum standard and 
are fulfilling their legal obligations to maintain the asset? Also, by allowing RAs to reinstate 
roads to a lesser specification than set out in the SROR, the asset is immediately 
compromised. Further works by a utility or RA further exacerbates the situation. 

68 VAULT UPLOADS 

CityFibre has uploaded apparatus details to Vault at every opportunity and agrees with the 
aim of all community members apparatus being recorded in the SRWR. Vault information 
from the community should contain all assets belonging to the owner, including S109 and 
road drainage systems. Exemptions to uploading should be minimal. It’s essential all Vault 
information is encrypted and secured to the highest standards and the encryption and 
security standards are to the highest level available at each upload. With the fast pace of 
work currently in the telecom sector uploads should be monthly. 

OTHER ITEMS FOR CONSIDERATION 

In Scotland, the noticing procedure ensures RAs can co-ordinate all works and allows the 
undertaker to fulfil their duty to co-operate with the RAs co-ordination duty. The need for 
permits and or lane rental in Scotland is unnecessary as figures available from the SRWR 
confirm only around 4% of Scottish work has an over-run. 

Under the current regime, when an FPN is appealed, the full appeal process is undertaken 
by the RA. To ensure transparency and fairness, when an FPN is disputed, the regulations 
should be changed to have the RAUC(S) dispute process replace the current internal RA 
procedure. 

Guarantee periods should not be extended beyond the existing 2-year period. RAs currently 
have sufficient powers to ensure any reinstatement carried out is to the current SROR 
specifications. If not, the current Inspections Code of Practice allows for a robust regime of 
initial inspection and follow-up procedure. However, if it is deemed necessary to increase 
the guarantee period, this should not apply to reinstatement work carried out on an asset 
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beyond its original design life. Reinstatements on older assets should be subject to the 
current 2, or 3-year guarantee periods. 

The current inspection regime encourages RAs to re-inspect a defect until the utility rectifies 
that outstanding defect. In many instances utilities fail to rectify a defect with-in the 
prescribed timescales, in many instances years after the initial defect was raised. With the 
ability to continually carry-out defect inspections until rectification, RAs can use the defect 
regime to form a team of inspectors just to confirm the defect is outstanding, with no 
inclination to remove the defect, rectify alleged safety issues or protect the asset from 
further deterioration. CityFibre would propose the RA defect regime should permit 12 
consecutive D2 failed inspections, or one calendar year. After the 12th inspection, or 
calendar year, the RA should carry-out work to rectify any outstanding defect on a fully 
recoverable basis. The RA should complete their remedial works with-in 6 months of the 
12th D2 failed inspection, or calendar year, or take an engineering decision to take no 
further action. The RA should, if they feel it necessary, report their remedial actions to the 
SRWC. Should this enhancement to the inspection regime be implemented, RAs will have 
the comfort of knowing the asset they’re responsible for is well maintained and less likely to 
deteriorate further; the utility will have the drive to ensure remedials are carried-out 
timeously and avoid their inactions being reported to the SRWC as a failure to co-operate. 
This would proposal would be discussed and agreed by a RAUC(S) Working Group 

When D2 inspections are carried-out, RAs cannot defect any signing, lighting and guarding 
issues. CityFibre is of the opinion this should not change, as the RA has sufficient powers 
to deal with any issues raised. Historically, there has been virtually no RA action to rectify 
any SLG deficiency, confirming any on-site issues are minimal, rectified at the time and the 
current procedure is adequate, requiring no change. By leaving the current inspection 
regime in place, this would ensure the CityFibre proposal to change the inspection regime, 
detailed above, would only be for inspection of the defect and not any SLG issues. 




